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Seismic processing seeks to produce a stacked section in 
which each trace can be considered the earth's primary 
reflectivity function convolved with a zero-phase wavelet. 
There is, however, no way to ensure that a processed section 
is actually zero-phase. There are many effects that can cause 
a phase shift (e.g. shot coupling, source signature, ghosts 
and reverberations, attenuation, instruments1 recording 
response). Ideally, we would like to measure this residual 
constant phase shift (CPS) directly from the seismic data and 
remove it by an appropriate CPS filter. One method to 
estimate the CPS, maximum kurtosis phase estimation method, 
uses the kurtosis measure (or varimax norm) to estimate the 
phase of the wavelet residual directly from the seismic data. 
In this thesis, I discuss both the effects that cause the CPS 
and the kurtosis technique. I also investigate the effects 
of: the reflectivity coefficients' distribution, the length 
of the data, the type of the convolved wavelet, the bandwidth 
of the convolved wavelet, and the frequency content, on 
estimating CPS. Increasing the length of the data, the 
bandwidth of the wavelet, and the frequency content improves
xii
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the CPS estimates. Furthermore, the zero-phase wavelet often 
gives the maximum varimax norm (i.e., the best estimate); 
however, the antisymmetric waveform may also give the maximum 
norm. Applying this technique may give more continuity and 
coherency to the real data. Fractional moments which show 
some promise on synthetic data, yield unstable results on real 
data. I used the crosscorrelation technique to estimate the 
relative CPS and found that it yields more reliable results 
than the kurtosis technique on real data. However, the 
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A goal of seismic processing sequences is to produce a 
common midpoint (CMP) stacked section in which the source 
wavelet is zero-phase. However, in many cases this does not 
occur and the final stacked section results from the convolu­
tion of a phase shifted wavelet with the reflectivity func­
tion. This phase is defined by the Fourier transform. For
a real function f(t), its Fourier transform F(w) where F(w)
j0(w) . . -i= A(w) e and <p is the phase defined by tan Fj/Fr (Fj and
Fr are the imaginary and real parts of F, respectively). To
have a zero-phase stacked section, we have to estimate that
phase shift and remove it. The conventional method is to
estimate the constant phase shift (CPS) by matching the
seismic data with nearby well data where the well wavelet
source is zero-phase. However, this technique requires nearby
well data. Recently, researchers have tried to estimate the
CPS directly from seismic data. Levy and Oldenburg (1987)
have used the varimax norm to generate an algorithm to
estimate the residual phase directly. Longbottom, Walden, and
White (1988), have discussed an application of maximum
kurtosis phase estimation. Deeming (1988) has investigated
the estimation of CPS by minimum entropy. In this thesis the
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principal effort will be to estimate CPS by using maximum 
kurtosis. I have also investigated the effect of changing the 
data length, random noise, the wavelet type, the frequency 
bandwidth, the frequency content, and the geology of estimat­
ing CPS. I found that increasing the data length improves 
estimates of CPS. Kurtosis is naturally sensitive to noise. 
Also, increasing the frequency bandwidth and content yields 
better CPS estimates. Changing the geology or, equivalently, 
the reflectivity function coefficients distribution affects 
the kurtosis estimates significantly. Gray (1979) has studied 
the probability distribution of reflection coefficients r from 
well data. He found that the generalized Gaussian distribu­
tion:
P (r) = [ (a/26) .T(l/a) ] . exp (- | r//3 | a) 
yields a reasonable model with a in the range 1.0 to 1.5, 
indicating a kurtosis greater than 3. The expectation of the 
j'th absolute moment from this distribution is:
< rj > = Sj.r( (j+l)/a)r(l/a) .
The kurtosis (the fourth moment, using (3 = 1) then is:
K = r(5/a).T(1/a)/T(3/a).
Longbottom, et al (1988) gave the relation between the 
kurtosis of a seismic trace x, its reflectivity function and 
the varimax norm of the wavelet of the trace
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Kx-3 = (Kr-3). vm 
where Kx=N.vx is the kurtosis of x, N is the number of data 
samples, vx is the varimax value of the data x, and Kx and Kr 
are the kurtosis of the data x and its corresponding reflec­
tivity function r, respectively.
Kurtosis is used as a degree of flatness of a density
function near its center. Kp-3, which is the coefficient of
kurtosis, is sometimes used to indicate that a density is more 
peaked or flat around its center than the Gaussian density 
function curve if this coefficient has a positive or a
negative value, respectively. (This is due to the fourth
power in the kurtosis emphasizing large or peaked values.) 
For this reason, researchers employed this moment to estimate 
the phase shift of the seismic data, assuming that the phase 
is constant. For the case of a spike where all the energy is 
located at one point, the varimax value is one which is the 
maximum for the varimax norm and the kurtosis is much greater 
than 3. For the case of a zero-phase wavelet (symmetric), 
most of the energy is concentrated around the zero time sample 
and this gives a varimax value near 1. A minimum-phase 
wavelet has most of its energy near the zero but positive 
times (i.e., a causal function), so it has a varimax value 
less than the zero-phase case. For the mix-phase wavelet,
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where most of its energy is distributed near the middle, it 
has a varimax value less than the minimum-phase wavelet, and 
of course the zero-phase wavelet as well. This is because the 
variamax norm gives the maximum values for the big spikes (the 
fourth power) around the zero time.
We assume that the phase of the data which is usually a 
nonlinear function of frequency is approximated with a linear 
function. The linear phase function consists of the first- 
order term, which is equivalent to the time shift and the 
zero-order term which is the constant phase (frequency 
independent); this is our target. Typically, the time-shift 
term is corrected for later after the correction for the 
constant phase. This can be accomplished by matching with an 
optimal nearby seismic section.
A constant phase shifted data can be modelled by a linear 
combination of the zero-phase shifted data and its Hilbert 
transform. A zero-phase wavelet phase shifted by a constant 
phase still has most of its energy around the zero time sample 
and therefore, has a varimax value larger than that for the 
minimum-phase and mix-phase wavelets phase shifted by the same 
constant. Besides, the minimum-phase and mix-phase wavelets 
are frequency dependent, this causes a reduction in amplitudes 
of the wavelet peak and thus the varimax value due to
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dispersion. The interferences of the reflections due to 
frequency dependence deteriorate the CPS estimates.
The search for CPS is one of trial and error using the 
varimax norm. We search for the angle in a fixed window 
(typically from -90 to 90 degrees) that gives the largest 
varimax norm value. The angle that corresponds to the maximum 
varimax value is the CPS estimate for the seismic trace.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in the use 
of fractional moments to estimate parameters of probability 
density functions. Lower moments usually give better para­
metric estimates of the probability density parameters 
(Almarzoug (1985)). I found that fractional moments (in 
particular .35) give better estimates than integral moments 
on synthetic data; however, they seem to give unstable results 
on real data. I applied the kurtosis technique on synthetic 
and real data. On synthetic data, the kurtosis estimates 
seemed most promising. On real data, the phase corrected 
seismic data seems to have more coherency and smoother con­
tinuity. Unfortunately, the seismic section can not be tied 
to a nearby well log as one is not available. I also es­
timated CPS by crosscorrelation (using the Hilbert envelope 
and instantaneous phase), and applied the technique on syn­
thetic as well as on real data. The estimates by cross­
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correlation seemed promising on synthetic data and gave better 
results than kurtosis on real data. The potential problem 
with this technique is the detection of the peak of the Hil­
bert envelope. A small deviation from the Hilbert envelope 
peak gives a large phase deviation from the true phase that 
corresponds to the peak. A finer sampling rate is needed to 
achieve this goal. Further crosscorrelation only yields 
relative and not absolute CPS.
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this thesis are to:
1) estimate the CPS in the seismic data directly from the 
data,
2) explore the estimating technique (kurtosis) and its ap­
plication on synthetic and real data,
3) study the "fractional" kurtosis in estimating CPS in the 
seismic data,
4) discuss the crosscorrelation technique in estimating CPS 
in the data, and




EFFECTS OF PHASE DISTORTIONS
Seismic processing usually seeks a stacked section in 
which each trace is the resultant of the convolution of the 
earth's primary reflectivity with a zero-phase wavelet. A 




B (t) is the effective source wavelet 
I(t) is the instrument filter 
A (t) is the attenuation filter 
H (t) is the reverberation and ghost filter 
R (t) is the primary reflectivity function 
N (t) is the random noise.
During processing, attempts are made to reduce the 
effects of the source signature, attenuation, instrument 
recording response, ghosts and reverberations, and random 
noise. Incomplete success in removing the effects mentioned 
above cause phase distortions. These effects can be clas­
sified into two types:
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1) effects that affect the source signature (dispersion of 
processing filters), and
2) effects (ghosts and reverberation) due to limited resolu­
tion that may result in apparent phase shifts.
Phase distortion also results from deconvolution filters. 
In many cases, the source signature and the propagation 
effects (e.g. attenuation) are assumed to be minimum phase. 
This is not entirely correct; a minimum-phase deconvolution 
applied to real data results in an undesirable phase distor­
tion. Phase distortion is also caused by bandlimited data. 
This problem arises even if the source signature is minimum 
phase because of insufficient information for spectral 
calculations.
Another phase distortion, that in the case of a corre­
lated vibroseis wavelet, comes from the coupling of the base­
plates and the earth's surface. This effect is considered to 
be the most significant factor that causes a phase shift in 
vibroseis seismic data.
In this thesis, I discuss one method to estimate the 
approximate constant phase shift (CPS) that results from the 
effects listed under 2) above, shot coupling, and deconvolu­
tion filters. This estimation is made directly from the data. 
After CPS is estimated, the wavelet can be corrected to zero-
T-3842 10
phase. It is assumed that the residual phase (CPS) is a 
frequency independent constant; i.e., I am not attempting to 
compensate for dispersive effects.
A common method of correcting for the residual phase of 
the wavelet is to phase shift a number of seismograms in the 
vicinity of a well until a best match is found between a 
synthetic seismogram (generated from the well data) and the 
phase-shifted data. This can be used as a quality control on 
the kurtosis method (see Chapter 2) of determining the CPS.
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CHAPTER 2 
ESTIMATING CONSTANT PHASE SHIFT 
USING KURTOSIS TECHNIQUE
2.1 Maximum Kurtosis
Maximum kurtosis phase estimation, first introduced by 
Wiggins (1977), basically uses the kurtosis measure (or vari­
max norm, which is a normalized fourth moment), to estimate 
the phase of the wavelet residual directly from partially 
deconvolved data. This varimax norm is defined by:
v(s) = 2 s,V(S s,2)2, (2.1.1)
where sf are sample values and the index i is the sample
index. The method is based on a model in which the trace 
s(e,t) (phase shifted by an angle e) is represented as 
follows:
s (e,t) = R(t)*W(e,t), (2.1.2)
where W(e,t) is a phase shifted version of a zero-phase
wavelet W(t) . It is well known (Aki and Richards (1980)) that 
W (€,t) can be represented by:
W (€,t) = W(t)cos(e) + H(W(t))sin(e), (2.1.3)
where H(W(t)), the Hilbert transform of W(t), is defined as: 
H(W(t)) = -1 * W(t).
7Tt
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"Generalized Varimax" (Gray (1979)) v(£,s) is defined as: 
v (e,s) = S 2P/(S Sj2)p, 
where p can be any positive number.
The varimax norm, v, is a measure of the non-Gaussian 
character of statistics of the wavelet amplitude. It has long 
been used as a statistic to describe the tailweight of a 
random sample, since it exagerates the contribution of large 
sample numbers. The parameters that represent the seismic 
wavelet are typically estimated by optimizing the varimax norm 
of the processed trace, i.e., by calculating the angle e in 
Equation 2.1.3 that maximizes Equation 2.1.1 (Deeming (1988)). 
The varimax norm gives an indication about how peaked the dis­
tribution function is around its center. For instance, for 
a spike, where the energy is at zero the varimax norm value 
is one. For a zero-phase wavelet, where most of the energy 
is concentrating around zero the varimax norm value is larger 
than any e phase-shifted wavelet, because the fourth power 
gives the maximum value for the big spikes.
Some results from Deeming (1988) are outlined in Appendix 
A. To have an understanding of the types of waveforms that the 
maximum varimax processing selects, Deeming (1988) exhibited 
a simple optimality condition which any waveform will satisfy 
if it lies at an optimum point of a statistical measure such
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as varimax relative to phase rotation (see Appendix A). Some 
problems arise that are related to kurtosis measure:
1) Is the zero-phase waveform always the waveform of maximum 
kurtosis?
2) What conditions must be imposed on the reflectivity 
function that make the kurtosis estimate of the seismic 
trace equivalent to the kurtosis estimate of the seismic 
wavelet?
The zero-phase waveform often gives the waveform of 
maximum kurtosis, but the 90-degree phase waveform may also 
give the maximum kurtosis. This is investigated later in the 
subsequent sections. The kurtosis technique, like the 
deconvolution methods, requires that the reflectivity function 
of the seismic trace be a sparse train of spikes (i.e., the 
kurtosis of the reflectivity function should be greater than 
3, which is the kurtosis value of the Gaussian distribution). 
This condition makes the kurtosis estimate of the seismic 
trace equivalent to the kurtosis estimate of the isolated 
wavelet.
The constant phase shift (CPS) denoted by e compensates 
for much of the effects (source signature, multiples, instru­
ment recording response, constant Q-attenuation, and limited
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resolution). Even though CPS is only a zero-order approxima­
tion to the total phase distortion, it accounts for the major­
ity of these distortions. The first order term accounts for 
the time shift. Maximum kurtosis phase estimation in Equation
2.1.1 is a simplified version of Wiggins' (1977) minimum 
entropy deconvolution (MED). It is the same norm as Wiggins' 
MED, but differs in that its use is to merely estimate CPS (a 
simple parameter), whereas the norm used in Wiggins' MED is 
used to estimate a complete deconvolution filter.
2.2 Estimation of CPS by Kurtosis Technique
on Synthetic Data
In this section, I study the estimation for synthetic 
data of CPS for one, two or more reflectors by kurtosis. A 
computer routine for estimating CPS has been written based on 
Equation 2.1.1 and Equation 2.1.3. The reflectivity function 
is convolved with a zero-phase wavelet phase shifted by a 
varying amount of degrees (-20 , -10, ..., 120) by using
Equation 2.1.3 to form the trace T. That is
T = x.cos(e) + H(x).sin(€), (2.2.1)
where x is the zero-phase shifted trace. Taking the Hilbert 
transform of Equation 2.2.1, we have
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H(T) = H(x).cos(e) - x.sin(e); (2.2.2)
To solve for x, we multiply Equation 2.2.1 by cos(e), and 
Equation 2.2.2 by sin(€) and subtract.
x = T.cos(e) - H(T).sin(e); (2.2.3)
Then, by substituting the trace x in (2.1.1), we search for
the angle in a fixed window (in this case I took (-40, 140)
degrees as the window) that has the maximum varimax value. So 
the search for the CPS is one of trial and error using the 
varimax norm.
a) Estimation of CPS for One Reflector
A spike is convolved with a zero-phase wavelet (10-60 Hz) 
phase shifted by (-20, -10, ..., 120) degrees, and the CPS
estimates are shown in Table 2.1. The kurtosis method works 
perfectly, and the error function is zero. This is equivalent 
to estimating CPS of an isolated wavelet.
b) Estimation of CPS for Two Reflectors 
In this section we study two subcases.
Case 1) Reflection coefficients have the same polarity and 
magnitude.
Table 2.2 shows the estimate of CPS for two reflectors. 
The kurtosis method works perfectly and the error is zero as
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TABLE 2.1 


















ESTIMATION OF CPS FOR TWO REFLECTORS OF 


















long as the distance between the reflectors is not in the 
range 5 to 10 samples. Table 2.3 shows the case when the 
distance between reflectors is 5 to 10 samples. Counter­
intuitively, v-optimization (applying the varimax technique) 
applied to a thin bed response having two reflectors of the 
same polarity convolved with a zero-phase wavelet (i.e. 
symmetric) will rotate the result by 90 degrees for some 
separations.
Case 2) Reflection coefficients have opposite polarities and 
magnitude.
If the reflectors are far enough apart that there is 
effectively no overlap of either the seismic wavelets or their 
Hilbert transforms, then a v-optimal phase rotation of the 
trace x is also one for the wavelet W (i.e., if the resulting 
trace represents isolated wavelets without interferences of 
the reflections or the 90-degree rotation of the wavelet). 
This is because the kurtosis technique treats this case as 
two isolated zero-phase wavelets. Table 2.4 shows the es­
timate of CPS for two reflectors separated from each other 
such that there is no overlapping of wavelets. The kurtosis 
method works perfectly, and the error is zero. Table 2.5
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TABLE 2.3
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shows the estimate of CPS for two reflectors such that there 
is effective overlap of the seismic wavelet. The estimates 
are extremely poor (off by 90 or -90 degrees) , because the 
kurtosis technique assumes that the zero-phase wavelet is 
phase shifted by 90 degrees (i.e., the convolution of two 
opposite spikes having the same amplitude with a zero-phase 
wavelet may result in a 90-degree phase shifted wavelet).
2.3 Investigations Using Well Logs
Since one or two reflectors is not considered realistic 
when estimating CPS, I apply the kurtosis on actual data to 
estimate the CPS. A number of well reflectivity functions 
from Saudi Arabia wells were convolved with different types 
of wavelets to generate seismic traces. The wavelets are 
constant phase shifted by varying amounts, -2 0 to 12 0 degrees, 
before they are convolved with the reflectivity functions.
In this section, I study the effects of the reflectivity 
distribution, the length of the data, the type of the source 
wavelet, the bandwidth of source wavelet, and the frequency 
content on estimating CPS. This is a very harsh trial of the 
v-technique, as typically in a seismic trace the reflectivity
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series is a much more sparse than the detail available from 
a well log.
2.3.1 Effect of Changing the Data Length
Tables 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 represent kurtosis estimates 
for the reflectivity function of well A shown in Figure 2.1 
(800 samples) with a sampling interval of 2 ms truncated by 
100, 600, and 700 ms from the top, respectively. The tru­
ncated reflectivity function is convolved with a zero-phase 
bandpass filter (10-80 Hz.). The resulting seismic trace is 
constant phase shifted with different degrees (-20, -10, ..., 
120). Studying the corresponding Tables (2.6, 2.7, and 2.8), 
I find that the CPS estimates for different phase shifts are 
generally good when the data length is at least 1000 ms. Here 
we consider that the CPS estimates, which are accurate to 
within the range (-20, 20) degrees, are good since this range 
of degrees does not change the shape of a wavelet significant­
ly. The kurtosis estimates generally improve with increasing 
data length. The error estimates are commonly consistent? 
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KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE FIRST 100 
MS HAVE BEEN CHOPPED OFF. # SAMPLES 74 9. THE BANDPASS 
FILTER IS 10-80.
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE= 146. DIFF= 166
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE55 -24. DIFF= -14
INPUT55 0. ESTIMATE55 -14. DIFF= -14
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE55 -3. DIFF= -13
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE55 7. DIFF= -13
INPUT25 30. ESTIMATE= 17. DIFF= -13
INPUT55 40. ESTIMATE55 28. DIFF= -12
INPUT55 50. ESTIMATE55 37. DIFF= -13
INPUT55 60. ESTIMATE55 47. DIFF= -13
INPUT55 70. ESTIMATE55 57. DIFF= -13
INPUT55 80. ESTIMATE55 67. DIFF= -13
INPUT55 90. ESTIMATE55 76. DIFF= -14
INPUT55 100. ESTIMATE^ 86. DIFF= -14
INPUT55 110. ESTIMATE= 96. DIFF55 -14
INPUT= 120. ESTIMATE55 106. DIFF55 -14
TABLE 2.7
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE FIRST 600 
MS HAVE BEEN CHOPPED OFF. # OF SAMPLES (494). THE BANDPASS 
FILTER IS ZERO-PHASE (10-80 HZ).
INPUT55 -20. ESTIMATE55 146. DIFF= 166
INPUT55 -10. ESTIMATE55 -23 . DIFF55 -13
INPUT55 0. ESTIMATE55 -13 . DIFF55 -13
INPUT55 10. ESTIMATE= -2. DIFF55 -12
INPUT55 20. ESTIMATE55 8. DIFF= -12
INPUT55 30. ESTIMATE55 18. DIFF55 -12
INPUT55 40. ESTIMATE55 28. DIFF55 -12
INPUT55 50. ESTIMATE55 38. DIFF55 -12
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE55 48. DIFF55 -12
INPUT55 70. ESTIMATE55 58. DIFF55 -12
INPUT55 80. ESTIMATE55 68 . DIFF55 -12
INPUT55 90. ESTIMATE55 77. DIFF55 -13
INPUT55 100. ESTIMATE55 87. DIFF= -13
INPUT55 110. ESTIMATE55 96. DIFF= -14
INPUT55 120. ESTIMATE55 106. DIFF= -14
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TABLE 2.8
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE FIRST 700 
MS HAVE BEEN CHOPPED OFF. # OF SAMPLES (443). THE BANDPASS 
FILTER IS ZERO-PHASE (10-80 HZ).
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE= 139. DIFF= 159
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE= -31. DIFF= -21
INPUT= 0. ESTIMATE- -20. DIFF= -20
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATED -10. DIFF= -20
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE= 1. DIFF= -19
INPUT= 30. e s t i m a t e d 11. DIFF= -19
INPUT= 40. e s t i m a t e d 22 . DIFF= -18
INPUT= 50. e s t i m a t e d 32 . DIFF= -18
INPUT= 60. e s t i m a t e d 41. DIFF= -19
INPUT= 70. ESTIMATED 51. DIFF= -19
INPUT= 80. ESTIMATED 61. DIFF= -19
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATED 70. DIFF= -20
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATED 80. DIFF= -20
INPUT= 110. ESTIMATED 90. DIFF= -20
INPUT= 120. ESTIMATED 100. DIFF= -20
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2.3.2 The Effect of Changing the Window Location
A test is made that changes the window location of the 
data, and a comparison is established. Tables 2.9, 2.10,
2.11, and 2.12 represent the convolution of the well log A 
truncated by 100, 600, 700, and 800 ms respectively, from the 
bottom, with a phase shifted wavelet (10-8 0 Hz) by a varying 
amount of degrees (-20, -10, ..., 120). The tables show that
when we chop off the data from the bottom, the estimates are 
fairly good when the data length is at least 1000 ms. 
Furthermore, the estimates improve when the truncation occurs 
from the bottom, but this is not reliable because it is 
dependent on the statistics of the reflectivity coefficients. 
Tables 2.6, 2.7, ..., and 2.12 show that the error estimates
are commonly consistent, but consistency deteriorates as the 
window length decreases.
2.3.3 Changing the Frequency Content and Bandwidth
A test of changing the frequency content and bandwidth 
by varying the lower cutoff frequency and fixing the upper
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TABLE 2.9
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE LAST 100 MS 
HAVE BEEN CHOPPED OFF. # OF SAMPLES IS 749. THE BANDPASS 
FILTER IS 10-80 HZ.
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE3 -27. DIFF3 -7
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE= -17. DIFF3 -7
INPUT3 0. ESTIMATE= -7. DIFF3 -7
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE3 3 . DIFF3 -7
INPUT3 20. ESTIMATE3 13. DIFF3 -7
INPUT3 30. ESTIMATE3 23. DIFF= -7
INPUT3 40. ESTIMATE3 33. DIFF3 -7
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE3 43. DIFF= -7
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE3 53. DIFF3 -7
INPUT— 70. ESTIMATE3 63 . DIFF3 -7
INPUT3 80. ESTIMATE3 73. DIFF= -7
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE3 83. DIFF= -7
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE3 93. DIFF3 -7
INPUT3 110. ESTIMATE3 103. DIFF3 -7
INPUT3 120. ESTIMATE3 113. DIFF3 -7
TABLE 2.10
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE LAST 600 
MS HAVE BEEN CHOPPED OFF. # OF SAMPLES IS 494. THE BANDPASS 
FILTER IS 10-80 HZ.
INPUT3 -20. ESTIMATE3 -28. DIFF3 -8
INPUT3 -10. ESTIMATE3 -18. DIFF3 * -8
INPUT3 0. ESTIMATE3 -9. DIFF= -9
INPUT3 10. ESTIMATE3 1. DIFF3 -9
INPUT3 20. ESTIMATE3 11. DIFF3 -9
INPUT3 30. ESTIMATE3 22. DIFF= -8
INPUT3 40. ESTIMATE3 31. DIFF3 -9
INPUT3 50. ESTIMATE3 42. DIFF= -8
INPUT3 60. ESTIMATE3 52. DIFF3 -8
INPUT3 70. ESTIMATE3 62. DIFF3 -8
INPUT3 80. ESTIMATE3 72. DIFF3 -8
INPUT3 90. ESTIMATE3 82. DIFF3 -8
INPUT3 100. ESTIMATE3 92. DIFF= -8
INPUT3 110. ESTIMATE3 102. DIFF3 -8
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INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE3 -28. DIFF3 -8.
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE3 -18. DIFF3 -8 .
INPUT3 0. ESTIMATE3 -9. DIFF3 -9.
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE3 2. DIFF3 -8.
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE3 11. DIFF3 -9 .
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE3 22 . DIFF3 -8.
INPUT3 40. ESTIMATE3 31. DIFF3 -9.
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE3 42. DIFF3 -8 .
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE3 52 . DIFF3 -8 .
INPUT3 70. ESTIMATE3 62. DIFF3 -8 .
INPUT= 80. ESTIMATE3 72. DIFF3 -8.
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE3 82 . DIFF3 -8.
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE3 92 . DIFF3 -8.











OFF. # OF SAMPLES IS 392. THE BANDPASS
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE3 44. DIFF3 64 .
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE3 31. DIFF3 41.
INPUT= 0. ESTIMATE3 19. DIFF3 19.
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE3 16. DIFF= 6.
INPUT3 20. ESTIMATE3 16. DIFF3 -4 .
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE3 19. DIFF= -11.
INPUT= 40. ESTIMATE3 23 . DIFF3 -17.
INPUT3 50. ESTIMATE3 29. DIFF3 -21.
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE3 33 . DIFF3 -27.
INPUT= 70. ESTIMATE3 39. DIFF3 -31.
INPUT= 80. ESTIMATE3 44 . DIFF3 -36.
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE3 47. DIFF3 -43 .
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE3 51. DIFF3 -49 .
INPUT= 110. ESTIMATE3 53 . DIFF3 -57.
INPUT= 120. ESTIMATE3 55. DIFF3 -65.
coSS, £!£“’««»■WMR
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cutoff frequency was carried out. Results are shown in Tables 
2.6, 2.13, 2.14, and 2.15. The reflectivity function of well 
A (800 samples) is convolved with a series of bandpass filters 
(10-80, 40-80, 60-80, 5-100 Hz) . The kurtosis estimates of
the resulting CPS traces are calculated. Filters with 
frequency bandwidths (5-100, 10-80 Hz) yield good estimates; 
the other filters are less accurate. Decreasing the bandwidth 
causes interference of the reflections, resulting in an 
analytical confusion of what the true wavelet shape is, and 
yielding inconsistent CPS.
A test is made which changes the upper cutoff frequen­
cy, while fixing the lower cutoff frequency. The results are 
shown in Tables 2.16, 2.17, and 2.6. Analysis of the results 
shows that only the bandpass filter (10-80 Hz) gives good 
estimates. Furthermore, as the bandwidth increases, the error 
in estimating the CPS remains consistent even though the 
estimates may not be good.
2.3.4 Applying the Bandpass Filter (10-80 HZ) 
on Different Wells
The results of a fixed bandpass filter (10-80 Hz) that 
was tested on different wells (A, B, C, and D) are shown in
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TABLE 2.13
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE BANDPASS
FILTER IS 40-80 HZ •
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE^ 115. DIFF= 135.
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE= 121. DIFF= 131.
INPUT= 0. ESTIMATE^ 122. DIFF= 122.
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE^ 122. DIFF= 112.
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE^ 126. DIFF= 106.
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE= 127. DIFF= 97.
INPUT= 40. ESTIMATE^ 123. DIFF= 83.
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE= 106. DIFF= 56.
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE= 82. DIFF= 22.
INPUT­ 70. ESTIMATE= 84. DIFF= 14.
IN PUT= 80. ESTIMATE= 83. DIFF= 3 .
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE= 86. DIFF= -4.
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE= 91. DIFF= -9.
INPUT= 110. ESTIMATE= 99. DIFF= -11.
INPUT= 120. ESTIMATE^ 99. DIFF= -21.
TABLE 2.14
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE BANDPASS
FILTER IS 60-80 HZ
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE= 110. DIFF= 130.
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE= 112. DIFF= 122.
INPUT= 0. ESTIMATE^ 103. DIFF= 103.
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE^ 97. DIFF= 87 .
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE^ 93. DIFF= 73.
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE= 97. DIFF= 67 .
INPUT= 40. ESTIMATE^ 97. DIFF= 57.
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE= 101. DIFF= 51.
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE= 104. DIFF= 44.
INPUT= 70. ESTIMATE= 111. DIFF= 41.
INPUT= 80. ESTIMATE= 115. DIFF= 35.
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE^ 117. DIFF= 27.
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE= 122. DIFF= 22.
INPUT= 110. ESTIMATE= 124. DIFF= 14.
INPUT= 120. ESTIMATE= 118. DIFF= -2.
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TABLE 2.15
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE BANDPASS
FILTER IS 5-100 HZ •
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE= -27. DIFF22 -7.
INPUT22 -10. ESTIMATE= -17. DIFF25 -7.
INPUT25 0. ESTIMATE25 -7. DIFF22 -7.
INPUT== 10. ESTIMATE25 4. DIFF25 -6.
INPUT25 20. ESTIMATE25 14. DIFF52 —6.
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE= 24. DIFF= — 6.
INPUT= 40. ESTIMATE25 34. DIFF25 — 6.
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE22 44. DIFF= -6.
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE25 54. DIFF25 — 6.
INPUT= 70. ESTIMATE52 64. DIFF52 -6.
INPUT= 80. ESTIMATE22 74. DIFF25 — 6.
INPUT25 90. ESTIMATE22 84. DIFF= — 6.
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE52 94 . DIFF= -6.
INPUT= 110. ESTIMATE25 104. DIFF= -6.






FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE BANDPASS
INPUT22 -20. ESTIMATE52 70. DIFF25 90.
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE25 74. DIFF25 84.
INPUT22 0. ESTIMATE25 77. DIFF25 77.
INPUT25 10. ESTIMATE25 82. DIFF52 72.
INPUT25 20. ESTIMATE52 85. DIFF52 65.
INPUT52 30. ESTIMATE25 88. DIFF= 58.
INPUT22 40. ESTIMATE52 93. DIFF25 53.
INPUT25 50. ESTIMATE52 96. DIFF25 46.
INPUT52 60. ESTIMATE25 99. DIFF25 39.
INPUT25 70. ESTIMATE25 103. DIFF25 33.
INPUT25 80. ESTIMATE52 106. DIFF25 26.
INPUT25 90. ESTIMATE25 101. DIFF25 11.
INPUT25 100. ESTIMATE22 65. DIFF25 -35.
INPUT52 110. ESTIMATE25 54. DIFF25 -56.
INPUT52 120. ESTIMATE25 55. DIFF52 -65.
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TABLE 2.17
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE BANDPASS 
FILTER IS 10-60 HZ.
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE= 89. DI'FF= 109.
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE= 99. DIFF= 109 .
INPUT= 0. ESTIMATE^ 109. DIFF= 109.
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE= 118. DIFF= 108.
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE= 128. DIFF= 108 .
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE= 138. DIFF= 108 .
INPUT= 40. ESTIMATE= -32 . DIFF= -72 .
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE= -22. DIFF= -72 .
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE= -12 . DIFF= -72 .
INPUT= 70. ESTIMATE= -1. DIFF= -71.
INPUT= 80. ESTIMATE^ 9 . DIFF= -71.
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE= 20 . DIFF= -7 0.
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE= 29. DIFF= -71.
INPUT= 110. ESTIMATE= 40. DIFF= -70.
INPUT= 120. ESTIMATE= 50. DIFF= -70.
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Tables 2.6, 2.18, 2.19, and 2.20. These results show that
the kurtosis method generally gives good estimates of CPS, 
while the error is mostly consistent.
2.3.5 Effect of Changing the Type of the Wavelet Phase
The effect of different types of wavelets is examined. 
Zero-phase, min-phase and mixed-phase bandpass filters are 
applied to well A, and a comparison is made. When we study 
Tables 2.6, 2.21, and 2.22, we find that for the case of min- 
phase bandpass filter, the CPS estimates generally deteriorate 
because the min-phase wavelet, unlike the zero-phase wavelet, 
is frequency dependent. For mixed-phase case, the CPS 
estimates are less reliable than min-phase filters. In both 
cases, a frequency-dependent phase shift is required to cor­
rect the wavelet phase to zero-phase, indicating that the CPS 
approximation is inadequate in these situations.
2.3.6 Effect of Adding Noise to the Signal
Finally, noise is added to the signal, and gives the 







FOR WELL B (874 SAMPLES). THE BANDPASS
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE* 147. DIFF* 167.
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE* -23. DIFF* -13 .
INPUT= 0. ESTIMATE* -14. DIFF* -14 .
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE* -4. DIFF* -14 .
INPUT* 20. ESTIMATE* 5. DIFF* -15.
INPUT* 30. ESTIMATE* 15. DIFF* -15.
INPUT* 40. ESTIMATE* 25. DIFF* -15.
INPUT* 50. ESTIMATE* 34. DIFF* -16.
INPUT* 60. ESTIMATE* 44 . DIFF* -16.
INPUT* 70. ESTIMATE* 54. DIFF* -16.
INPUT* 80. ESTIMATE* 64. DIFF* -16 .
INPUT* 90. ESTIMATE* 75. DIFF* -15.
INPUT* 100. ESTIMATE* 85. DIFF* -15.
INPUT* 110. ESTIMATE* 96. DIFF* -14 .
INPUT* 120. ESTIMATE* 106. DIFF* -14 .
TABLE 2 .19
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL C (847 SAMPLES). THE BANDPASS
FILTER IS 10-80 HZ •
INPUT* -20. ESTIMATE* -17. DIFF* 3 .
INPUT* -10. ESTIMATE* — 6. DIFF* 4.
INPUT* 0. ESTIMATE* 2. DIFF* 2.
INPUT* 10. ESTIMATE* 11. DIFF* 1.
INPUT* 20. ESTIMATE* 19. DIFF* -1.
INPUT* 30. ESTIMATE* 27. DIFF* -3 .
INPUT* 40. ESTIMATE* 36. DIFF* -4.
INPUT* 50. ESTIMATE* 46. DIFF* -4 .
INPUT* 60. ESTIMATE* 56. DIFF* -4 .
INPUT* 70. ESTIMATE* 65. DIFF* -5.
INPUT* 80. ESTIMATE* 76. DIFF* -4 .
INPUT* 90. ESTIMATE* 86. DIFF* -4 .
INPUT* 100. ESTIMATE* 95. DIFF* -5 .
INPUT* 110. ESTIMATE* 105. DIFF* -5.
INPUT* 120. ESTIMATE* 115. DIFF* -5.
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TABLE 2.2 0
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL D (805 SAMPLES). THE BANDPASS 
FILTER IS 10-80 HZ.
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE* -31. DIFF* -11.
INPUT* -10. ESTIMATE* -21. DIFF* -11.
INPUT* 0. ESTIMATE* -11. DIFF* -11.
INPUT* 10. ESTIMATE* -1. DIFF* -11.
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE* 9. DIFF* -11.
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE* 19. DIFF* -11.
INPUT* 40. ESTIMATE* 29. DIFF* -11.
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE* 39. DIFF* -11.
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE* 49 . DIFF* -11.
INPUT* 70. ESTIMATE* 58. DIFF* -12 .
INPUT* 80. ESTIMATE* 68. DIFF* -12.
INPUT* 90. ESTIMATE* 78. DIFF* -12 .
INPUT* 100. ESTIMATE* 88. DIFF* -12.
INPUT* 110. ESTIMATE* 98. DIFF* -12 .
INPUT* 120. ESTIMATE* 108. DIFF* -12 .
TABLE 2.21
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A. THE BANDPASS FILTER IS 
10-80 HZ (MIN-PHASE EQUIVALENT).
INPUT* -20. ESTIMATE* -4. DIFF* 16.
INPUT* -10. ESTIMATE* 6. DIFF* 16.
INPUT* 0. ESTIMATE* 16. DIFF* 16.
INPUT* 10. ESTIMATE* 27. DIFF* 17.
INPUT* 20. ESTIMATE* 37. DIFF* 17.
INPUT* 30. ESTIMATE* 48. DIFF* 18.
INPUT* 40. ESTIMATE* 59. DIFF* 19.
INPUT* 50. ESTIMATE* 69. DIFF* 19.
INPUT* 60. ESTIMATE* 79. DIFF* 19.
INPUT* 70. ESTIMATE* 88. DIFF* 18.
INPUT* 80. ESTIMATE* 98. DIFF* 18.
INPUT* 90. ESTIMATE* 108. DIFF* 18.
INPUT* 100. ESTIMATE* 118. DIFF* 18.
INPUT* 110. ESTIMATE* 127. DIFF* 17.
INPUT* 120. ESTIMATE* 136. DIFF* 16.
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TABLE 2.22
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). THE FILTER 
IS MIX-PHASE.
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE= 39. DIFF= 59.
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE^ 49. DIFF= 59.
INPUT= 0. ESTIMATE= 59. DIFF= 59.
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE= 70. DIFF= 60.
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE^ 80. DIFF= 60.
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE= 91. DIFF= 61.
INPUT= 40. ESTIMATE= 101. DIFF= 61.
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE= 112 . DIFF= 62.
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE= 122 . DIFF= 62 .
INPUT= 70. ESTIMATE^ 132. DIFF= 62 ,
INPUT= 80. ESTIMATE= 142. DIFF= 62.
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE= -29. DIFF= -119.
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE= -19. DIFF= -119.
INPUT= 110. ESTIMATE— -10. DIFF= -120.
INPUT= 120. ESTIMATE= -1. DIFF= -121.
TABLE 2.23
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). NOISE IS ADDED 
TO THE SIGNAL (S/N=2.). THE BANDPASS FILTER IS 10-80 HZ.
INPUT= -20. ESTIMATE= 150. DIFF= 170
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE= -20. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 0 . ESTIMATE= -10. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE= 1 . DIFF= -9
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE= 11. DIFF= -9
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE= 21. DIFF= -9
INPUT= 40. ESTIMATE= 30. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 50. ESTIMATE= 40. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 60. ESTIMATE= 50. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 70. ESTIMATE= 60. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 80. ESTIMATE= 70. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE= 80. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 100. ESTIMATE= 90. DIFF= -10
INPUT= 110. ESTIMATE= 100. DIFF= -10




TO THE SIGNAL (S/N=




NOISE IS ADDED 
IS 10-80 HZ.
INPUT22 -20. ESTIMATE= 138. DIFF= 158.
INPUT= -10. ESTIMATE25 148. DIFF= 158.
INPUT= 0 . ESTIMATE25 -21. DIFF= -21.
INPUT25 10. ESTIMATE25 -10. DIFF52 -20.
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE52 -1. DIFF= -21.
INPUT= 30. ESTIMATE25 8. DIFF25 -22.
INPUT= 40. ESTIMATE52 17. DIFF52 -23 .
INPUT25 50. ESTIMATE25 27. DIFF52 -23 .
INPUT25 60. ESTIMATE25 36. DIFF52 -24 .
INPUT52 70. ESTIMATE52 45. DIFF25 -2 5.
INPUT52 80. ESTIMATE52 55. DIFF52 -25.
INPUT= 90. ESTIMATE25 66. DIFF= -24.
INPUT25 100. ESTIMATE52 75. DIFF= -25.
INPUT52 110. ESTIMATE= 86. DIFF52 -24.
INPUT= 120. ESTIMATE25 97. DIFF= -23.
TABLE 2. 25
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A (800 SAMPLES). NOISE IS ADDED
TO THE SIGNAL (S/N==1/2). THE BANDPASS FILTER IS 10i-80 HZ.
INPUT52 -20. ESTIMATE25 111. DIFF52 131.
INPUT22 -10. ESTIMATE52 121. DIFF25 131.
INPUT25 0 . ESTIMATE52 131. DIFF25 131.
INPUT= 10. ESTIMATE22 141. DIFF= 131.
INPUT= 20. ESTIMATE52 -29. DIFF52 -49.
INPUT25 30. ESTIMATE52 -20. DIFF= -50.
INPUT52 40. ESTIMATE25 -10. DIFF52 -50.
INPUT52 50. ESTIMATE22 0 . DIFF52 -50.
INPUT52 60. ESTIMATE52 10. DIFF= -50.
INPUT25 70. ESTIMATE52 20. DIFF= -50.
INPUT52 80. ESTIMATE25 30. DIFF52 -50.
INPUT25 90. ESTIMATE25 40. DIFF52 -50.
INPUT52 100. ESTIMATE52 51. DIFF= -49.
INPUT25 110. ESTIMATE52 61. DIFF25 -49.
INPUT52 120. ESTIMATE25 71. DIFF= -49 .
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show that when the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is greater than 
2, the CPS error is low; when the S/N is less than or equal 
to 1, the estimates of CPS deteriorate.
2.4 Application of Generalized Kurtosis
Recently (Almarzoug (1985)), there has been interest in 
using fractional moments. In some cases, such moment method 
can give good estimates of the parameters of probability 
density functions (Almarzoug (1985)). In this section, we use 
fractional values, such as p = .25, .5, to estimate CPS for
well A. Also, integral values other than 2 (e.g., 1, & 3)
have been tested. Tables 2.26, 2.27, 2.28, and 2.29 show the 
estimates of CPS when p = .25, .5, 1, and 4, respectively.
Of these values, only .25, and .5 give good estimates where 
consistency is maintained. For the other values (1 & 3), the 
estimates are poor and consistency is lost. From the above 
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STANDARD METHODS OF CONSTANT PHASE SHIFT
ESTIMATION
3.1 Standard Technique Constant Phase Shift Estimation
In this thesis, two methods are used to estimate CPS:
1) Standard Methods
2) Kurtosis Method
In the previous chapter we studied the kurtosis method, 
while in this chapter we study two standard methods.
The standard methods estimate the relative phase shift 
of seismic traces, whereas the kurtosis method estimates an 
absolute CPS. This is based on matching a seismic trace to 
a nearby well log or an optimal (approximately zero-phase) 
nearby seismic trace. The first standard method, the least 
squares method (Yilmaz (1987)), can be used to estimate the 
wavelet from which we can estimate CPS. The second standard 
method, the crosscorrelation method is another procedure for 
estimating the relative CPS of seismic traces.
Before discussing the standard methods, three important 
remarks should be made:
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a) the Hilbert envelope is invarient under constant phase 
shifts,
b) the instantaneous phase of a phase-shifted trace is the 
original instantaneous phase shifted by a fixed phase, 
and
c) the instantaneous phase at the envelope peak is the 
negative of the CPS (see discussions on these results in 
Appendix A).
3.2 Least Squares Method
The least squares method is used to estimate the wavelet 
by matching the known reflectivity function from well data 
with a nearby seismic trace. Wavelet estimation by the least 
squares method using different amounts of prewhitening (pw) 
is studied (prewhitening is used to whiten the data so that 
it becomes more stationary). The effect of noise level on 
least squares wavelet estimation is also investigated. We 
estimate the CPS of the wavelet by the Hilbert envelope and 
instantaneous phase method (see Appendix C). Our data base 
is displayed in Figures 3.1 to Figures 3.13. Figure 3.1 shows 
a typical zero-phase wavelet (10-60 hz). Figure 3.2 shows the 
synthetic zero-phase trace, which is the convolution of the 
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(10-60 Hz). Figure 3.3 shows the wavelet of Figure 3.1 phase 
shifted by 90 degrees. Figure 3.4 shows the synthetic trace 
phase shifted by 90 degrees. Now we show some effects of the 
noise level and prewhitening on wavelet estimation and CPS.
(1) S/N =10
Figure 3.5 shows the estimated wavelet when the pre­
whiting index (pw) = 0.1. The wavelet looks like the true 
wavelet shown in Figure 3.3 (correlation coefficient (CF) = 
.8888). The instantaneous amplitude (Hilbert envelope of the 
estimated wavelet) is shown in Figure 3.6. The sample that 
corresponds to the maximum amplitude (peak) is 0.0 ms. The 
instantaneous phase of the estimated wavelet is shown in Fig­
ure 3.7. The instantaneous phase that corresponds to peak 
sample is the negative of the estimated wavelet CPS. The 
estimated CPS = 0.156503e01 radians = 89.67 degrees. Figures 
3.8 and 3.9 show the amplitude and phase spectrums of the 
estimated wavelet respectively. The phase is approximately 
90 degrees.
(2) S/N = 2
Figure 3.10 shows the estimated wavelet when pw = 0.1. 
The wavelet is similar to the true wavelet, but is less 
similar to the true wavelet than in Figure 3.5 (CF = .5950). 
The sample that corresponds to the maximum amplitude (peak) 
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FIGURE 3.6 HILBERT ENVELOPE OF THE ESTIMATED
WAVELET IN FIGURE 3.5 WHEN PW = 0.1
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FIGURE 3.8 AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM OF THE ESTIMATED
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degrees. Figure 3.11 shows the phase spectrum of the 
estimated wavelet. The phase is approximately 88 degrees.
(3) S/N = .2
Figure 3.12 shows the estimated wavelet when pw = 0.1. 
The wavelet is very dissimilar to the true wavelet (CF = 
.2661). The sample that corresponds to the maximum amplitude 
(peak) is 0.0 ms. The estimated CPS = 0.195024e01 radians = 
111.74 degrees. Figure 3.13 shows the phase spectrum of the 
estimated wavelet. It is clear that the phase is not constant 
and different from the true value due to noise.
Now we summarize the tests of the effect of prewhitening 
on wavelet estimation. We find when prewhitening is 0.0 or 
.3 or .5 and
(1) S/N = 10, the estimated CPS = 89.67 degrees, and CF =
.8888. This is almost the same as the case when pw = 0.1
above. When
(2) S/N = 2, the estimated CPS = 88.52 and CF = 0.5950. This 
is also almost the same as the case when pw = 0.1 above. When
(3) S/N = .2, the estimated CPS = 111.74 degrees and CF =
.2 661. This is again almost the same as the case when pw =
0 .1.
We conclude that prewhitening has a little effect on 
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Another way to estimate the relative CPS of two traces 
is by crosscorrelating them. Then we find the Hilbert 
envelope and the instantaneous phase of the resulting cross­
correlated functions. The instantaneous phase that cor­
responds to the peak of the Hilbert envelope is the negative 
of the CPS. We test the crosscorrelation method for the 
effect of noise level, just as we did for the least squares 
method and make a comparison between the two methods.
S/N = 10
Figure 3.14 shows the noisy 90-degree phase-shifted 
trace. Figure 3.15 shows the crosscorrelation of the noise- 
free trace (Figure 3.3) with the noisy 90-degree phase-shifted 
trace. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the instantaneous amplitude 
and instantaneous phase of the the crosscorrelated function 
(Figure 3.15), respectively. The estimated CPS = 0.157346e+01 
radians = 90.15 degrees.
S/N = 2
Figure 3.18 shows the crosscorrelation of the noise-free 
trace (Figure 3.3) with the noisy 90-degree phase-shifted 
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FIGURE 3.15 CROSSCORRELATION OF THE NOISY 90-DEGREE
PHASE SHIFTED TRACE IN FIGURE 3.14 WITH
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FIGURE 3.16 INSTANTANEOUS AMPLITUDE OF CROSSCORRELATED
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FIGURE 3.18 CROSSCORRELATION OF THE NOISE-FREE TRACE
(FIGURE 3.2) WITH NOISY (S/N = 2)
90-DEGREE PHASE SHIFTED TRACE.
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S/N = .2
Figure 3.19 shows the crosscorrelation of the noise-free 
trace (Figure 3.3 with the noisy 90-degree phase-shifted trace 
(S/N = .2) . The estimated CPS = 0.169847e + 01 radians =
97.31 degrees.
If we compare the estimated CPS obtained from the cross­
correlation method with those obtained from the least squares 
method, crosscorrelation generates better CPS estimates. This 
is even more obvious when increasing the noise level. We 
conclude that crosscorrelation is more robust than the least 
squares method, because the least squares method has too many 
degrees of freedom, having the effect of weighting signal and 
noise equally.
3.4 Crosscorrelation Versus Kurtosis Technique
on Synthetic Data
In this section we make a comparison between the kurtosis 
and crosscorrelation to estimate CPS on synthetic data. 
Kurtosis CPS estimates for well A convolved with a zero-phase 
wavelet (10-80 Hz) phase shifted by 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120
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FIGURE 3.19 CROSSCORRELATION OF THE NOISE-FREE TRACE
(FIGURE 3.2) WITH NOISY (S/N =2.)
90-DEGREE PHASE SHIFTED TRACE.
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TABLE 3.1
KURTOSIS ESTIMATES FOR WELL A
INPUT ESTIMATES ERROR
1 30 7. 23
2 45 23. 22
3 60 38. 22
4 90 71. 19
5 120 102. 18
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Relative crosscorrelation CPS estimates for well A 
reflectivity function convolved with a zero-phase wavelet 
(10-80 Hz) phase shifted by 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 degrees, 
respectively, are shown in Table 3.2. The phase estimates are 
relative to the constant phase shift of the first trace. The 
sampling rate of the synthetic traces is 2 ms.
Since the accuracy of the crosscorrelation method for 
estimating the relative CPS increases with the sampling rate 
of the seismic data, we resampled the synthetic trace above 
with a sampling rate of .5 ms. The new crosscorrelation CPS 
estimates are shown in Table 3.3, where the estimates are 
relative to the first synthetic trace phase shift. Comparing 
the CPS estimates in Table 3.3 with those in Table 3.2, we 
notice that the results in Table 3.3 improved slightly, as 
expected.
From the above results, we notice that both the kurtosis 
and the crosscorrelation give good estimates of the CPS on 
synthetic data. The kurtosis estimates the absolute CPS to 
within a constant, which we would hope to be near zero; the 
crosscorrelation estimates the relative CPS of two traces.
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TABLE 3.2
CROSSCORRELATION CPS ESTIMATES FOR 
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APPLICATION ON REAL DATA
4.1 Application of Kurtosis on Real Data
In this section, we discuss the results of applying the 
generalized kurtosis technique on real data. One hundred 
vibroseis CDP gathers recorded from a specific area in Saudi 
Arabia were used for this purpose. Routine processing steps 
were applied on this data using the DISCO module, which is a 
data processing routine package. Figure 4.1 shows the first 
CDP gather of the data; Figure 4.2 shows the same CDP after 
muting. Datum correction with spherical divergence and decon­
volution, muting and NMO correction, stacking and residual 
statics (Figure 4.3), 4-1 trace mixing and AGC (Figure 4.4), 
and finally filtering (Figure 4.5) were applied, respectively.
In the following, we show some other results of the 
generalized maximum kurtosis application for two values of p 
(2 and .25).
1) P = 2
a) CDP gather
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The kurtosis method was employed on the first CDP gather 
shown in Figure 4.1. To improve statistical accuracy, ten 
consecutive traces, concatenated each time from the first CDP, 
were used for the CPS kurtosis phase estimation and the 
resulting estimate curve is shown in Figure 4.6. The 
estimated curve shows rapid fluctuations, which do not give 
a correct indication of the near surface geologic effect (this 
is a prime source of the CPS in the data).
b) Shot gather
The kurtosis method (p = 2) was employed on a shot gather. 
Ten consecutive traces, concatenated each time, from one shot 
gather were used and the resulting estimated curve is shown 
in Figure 4.7. The estimated curve shows some stability, 
which was expected in this case, because the estimated CPS 
mimics the true CPS caused by shot coupling.
c) Stacked data
The kurtosis method ( p = 2) was used on the stacked
section shown in Figure 4.5. One trace representing one CDP 
was first used for the varimax norm, and the constant phase 
shift (CPS) was estimated (Figure 4.8). The figure shows 
rapid fluctuations, probably due to insufficient data, or 
equivalently due to noise. Therefore, five consecutive traces 
representing one CDP, concatenated each time, were used, and
TRACE NUMBER 
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FIGURE 4.8 ESTIMATED CPS CURVE OF THE STACKED SECTION IN
FIGURE 4.5. NOTICE THE RAPID FLUCTUATIONS DUE 
TO INSUFFICIENT DATA.
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the estimated curve is shown in Figure 4 . 9 .  This curve shows 
a gradual change in the CPS estimate, probably due to shot 
coupling and near surface changes in the geology of the shot 
location. Recall that the kurtosis method is applied on a 
stacked section, where the phase of the stacked trace is 
assumed to approximate the average phase of traces represent­
ing that CDP from the different shots. By comparing Figure 
4 . 1 0 ,  which is the stacked section after CPS correction, with 
Figure 4 . 5 ,  the constant phase shifted section generally shows 
some improvements (more coherency and smoother continuity) in 
some reflectors; particularly, the shallow reflectors between 
0 . 0  and 3 0 0  ms and the reflectors between 9 0 0  ms and 1 0 0 0  ms 
show improvement. Figure 4 . 1 1  shows the kurtosis values for 
this case. We notice that the kurtosis values are around 4.  
This is a reasonable measure of the noh-Gaussian character of 
the data (recall that for Gaussian data, the kurtosis is 3).
2) p =  . 2 5
Using p= .25, the estimated curve (Figure 4.12) is almost 
constant, except at points where there are sudden changes in 
the estimated phase. This may be due to wrapping or noise or 
both (and may also account for the irregularities in Figures 
4 . 6 ,  4 . 7 ,  and 4 . 8 ) .  Figure 4 . 1 3  shows the stacked section
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FIGURE 4.9 ESTIMATED CPS CURVE OF THE STACKED SECTION IN
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FIGURE 4.11 KURTOSIS VALUES FOR THE STACKED SECTION IN 
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obvious improvements or changes from the original stacked 
section.
Other fractional values such as p = .35, .5, and .8 were
used for the maximum kurtosis and the estimated curves are 
shown in Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16, respectively. These 
curves give almost the same trend of the estimated CPS as for 
p = .25.
The above figures showed a potential problem of the kur­
tosis technique, which is the wrapping. The wrapping gives 
CPS estimates differing from the true values by 180 or -180 
degrees, because the theory does not differentiate between the 
phase shift and its complement value; they both have the same 
varimax value. A trace to trace unwrapping is needed before 
applying the estimated curve on the data to correct for the 
CPS.
4.2 Kurtosis Versus Crosscorrelation on Real Data
We applied the kurtosis technique on a stacked section 
from another area in Saudi Arabia. In this case, we tried one 
value of p (p = 2). Figure 4.17 shows the stacked section 
(20 traces) before CPS correction. Figures 4.18, 4.19, and
4.2 0 show the estimated CPS curves, when 10, 15, and 2 0 























FIGURE 4.14 ESTIMATED CPS CURVE FOR THE STACKED SECTION IN
























FIGURE 4.15 ESTIMATED CPS CURVE FOR THE STACKED SECTION
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FIGURE 4.16
TRACE NUMBER
ESTIMATED CPS CURVE FOR THE STACKED SECTION
IN FIGURE 4.5. USING p = .8.
13203
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FIGURE 4.18 ESTIMATED CPS CURVE FOR THE STACKED SECTION IN























FIGURE 4.19 ESTIMATED CPS CURVE FOR THE STACKED SECTION 
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FIGURE 4.20 ESTIMATED CPS CURVE FOR THE STACKED SECTION 
IN FIGURE 4.17 USING EACH 2 0 CONSECUTIVE 
TRACES.
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kurtosis. These curves show that increasing the number of 
traces concatenated, generates smoother CPS estimate.
Figure 4.21 shows the stacked section after CPS cor­
rection, where only 10 concatenated traces were used. We see 
some parts where we have problems of lost continuity, such as 
for CDP numbers 13,253 and 13,378. This is due to the sudden 
change in the CPS estimates. Then we smoothed the estimated 
curve by applying a low-pass filter (0-30 Hz) on the estimated 
curve in Figure 4.18 to get rid of the high frequency and low 
amplitude components. The smoothing will not take care of the 
wrapping. Then we applied the resulting smoothed CPS values 
shown in Figure 4.2 2 on the corrected stacked section in 
Figure 4.21, and the resulting CPS corrected stacked section 
is shown in Figure 4.23. The resulting corrected section does 
not show any obvious improvements compared with the precor­
rected CPS section in Figure 4.17.
We applied the crosscorrelation technique on the same sec­
tion in Figure 4.17. Figure 4.24 shows the crosscorrelation 
CPS estimate curve for sampling rate of 4 ms. We used two 
seconds of data for crosscorrelation because of abundance of 
noise in the deep data. Figure 4.25 shows the CPS estimated 
curve for sampling rate of 2 ms. Figure 4.2 6 shows the 
estimated curve for sampling rate of 1 ms, but with 1500
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FIGURE 4.21 STACKED SECTION IN FIGURE 4.17 AFTER CPS 
CORRECTION USING EACH 10 CONSECUTIVE TRACES. 























FIGURE 4.2 2 ESTIMATED CPS CURVE IN FIGURE 4.20 AFTER
SMOOTHING BY A LOW-PASS FILTER (0-3 0 HZ).
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FIGURE
. •'« v?J.»̂\!st<iS!V; ►v/?»S
.23 STACKED SECTION IN FIGURE 4.17 AFTER CPS
CORRECTION USING THE SMOOTHED CPS CURVE IN 
FIGURE 4.22. THE RESULTING CORRECTED SECTION 
STILL DOES NOT SHOW ANY OBVIOUS IMPROVEMENTS 




































FIGURE 4.24 CROSSCORRELATION CPS (RELATIVE TO THE FIRST 
TRACE) ESTIMATES FOR THE STACKED SECTION IN 
FIGURE 4.17. TWO SECONDS OF DATA WITH SAMPLING 
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FIGURE 4.25 CROSSCORRELATION CPS (RELATIVE TO THE 
FIRST TRACE) ESTIMATES FOR THE STACKED 
SECTION IN FIGURE 4.17. TWO SECONDS OF 
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FIGURE 4.2 6 CROSSCORRELATION CPS (RELATIVE TO THE FIRST 
TRACE) ESTIMATES FOR THE STACKED SECTION IN 
FIGURE 4.17. 1500 MS OF DATA WITH SAMPLING
RATE OF 1 MS ARE USED.
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milliseconds of data. We see that the crosscorrelation 
estimated curves match each other to within some drift 
deviation. Figure 4.27 shows the section after CPS correc­
tion. Comparing the stacked section before (Figure 4.17) and 
after CPS correction (Figure 4.27), we see some changes. The 
reflector at about 72 0 ms has been flattened out much more 
after correction. We re-estimated the CPS after correction, 
and the resulting curve is shown in Figure 4.28; the estimated 
CPS function is zero. In this case, we made sure that we 
removed the CPS from the data to within some constant. The 
residual phase left is some constant across the whole data, 
which is the phase of the first trace.
Kurtosis sometimes gives unstable results due to insuffi­
cient data, wrapping or noise. However, the kurtosis techni­
que is the only method that can be used to estimate the 
absolute CPS from a single trace. Crosscorrelation, on the 
other hand, gives more robust relative CPS estimates. Unfor­
tunately, for our test cases there were no wells nearby with 
which to tie the corrected stacked data.
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FIGURE 4.27 STACKED SECTION IN FIGURE 4.17 AFTER 
CORRECTION USING CROSSCORRELATION CPS 
ESTIMATES. THE REFLECTOR AT ABOUT 7200 MS 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions
We can conclude the following:
1) The kurtosis method estimates the CPS of the seismic data 
to within some constant. For a given data set with varying 
wavelet phase angles, the residual error in estimating CPS is 
mostly consistent.
2) The length of the data, the frequency bandwidth, the 
frequency content of the wavelet, and the reflectivity func­
tion coefficient distribution affect the CPS estimates 
considerably.
3) The kurtosis method gives reasonable, stable CPS estimates 
on synthetic data; however, the estimates are less stable on 
real data. The CPS estimates from kurtosis do not change 
smoothly on real data.
4) Wrapping, which causes CPS estimates to be 180 degrees off 
from the true values, is a potential problem for the kurtosis 
method.
5) "Fractional kurtosis", which is a normalized rth moment 
(for r a positive fractional value), may give more robust 
results than the integral moments on synthetic data. Our 
results, however, indicate that it is unstable on real data.
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6 ) Crosscorrelation usually gives more robust results than 
the kurtosis on real data, but does not offer ABSOLUTE es­
timates of phase angle, only RELATIVE phase angles.
5.2 Recommendations
For further research we recommend the following:
1) We need to apply the kurtosis method on prestack data (shot 
gathers) instead of postack data. Shot coupling can sig­
nificantly change the phase of the data. If applied on shot 
gathers, the kurtosis should give better CPS estimates.
2) If one could express fractional moments in terms of 
integral moments, then the physical meaning of "fractional" 
kurtosis method may be found. This needs further study to 
help in understanding the application of "fractional" kurtosis 
on seismic data.
3) Further research is needed to apply "fractional" kurtosis 
on synthetic as well as on real data.
4) An attempt should be made to match corrected constant phase 
shifted data with a nearby well log, to confirm the validity 
of the kurtosis and crosscorrelation techniques on real data.
5) We need to explain the constant error in estimation for 
varying phase angles in wavelet.
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Seismic data processors are striving for an ideal 
seismic section where the trace is the convolution of the 
reflectivity function with a zero-phase wavelet. In many cases
we do not have this ideal trace. Instead we have a phase
shifted trace. For this reason, several researchers are trying 
to approximate that phase shift with a constant phase shift 
by minimizing the entropy of the seismic trace (Deeming 
(1988)) .
Estimating residual phase errors occurring as a result 
of earlier wavelet shaping and deconvolution processing is 
different from full deconvolution operator estimation. A 
frequency-independent phase shift, e, applied to a seismic 
trace, x, can be written as:
s = x.cos(e) + y.sin(e) e in (- 7r/2 ,7r/2 ); (A.l)
where s is the e phase shifted trace and y is the Hilbert 
transform of x. The varimax norm of s is defined as
v (s) = 2  s,4/ (2s,.2)2 ; (A.2)
where si denotes the sampled data, and time is in ms. In 
order to have an optimal estimate of the CPS as a function of 
e, (A.2) is maximized. (A.l) can be written as:
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s/cos(6) = x + y.tan(e) (A.3)
Taking the derivative of (A.2) with respect to t = tan(e) and 
setting equal to zero will give either two or four solutions;
half of them correspond to the minima and the other half
correspond to the maxima. To achieve optimality in CPS 
estimate, a global maximum is searched for. The quartic 
equation for t that arises from differentiating (A.2) (Deeming 
(1988)) is
C (t) = C4.t4 + C3.t3 + C2.t2 + C1. t +C0 = 0
with:
CQ = (Ex2) . (Sx3y) -(Ex4) . (Exy) .
C1 = 3 . (Ex2) . (Sx2y2) -2. (Exy) . (Sx2y) - (Ex4) . (Sy2) .
C2 = 3 . (Ex2) . (Ex2) -3 . (Sy2) . (Sx2y) .
C3 = (Ex2) . (Ex2) +2. (Exy2. (Sxy2) -3. (Sy2) . (Sx2y2) .
C4 = (Exy). (Ex4) -(Exy2) . (Ey2) .
Since y is the Hilbert transform of x (this means that y is 
orthogonal to x), then Sxy = 0. From the quartic equation, 
t = 0 is a solution that gives the v-optimality condition for
x, which is Sx3y = 0. For a large class of entropy norms the
v-optimal form is
v = S v(p.) (A.4)
where v(p) a smooth function generally chosen to be an r-th
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moment with r an integer, commonly 1, 2, 3 or 4 (even
fractional moments (Almarzoug (1985)) have been considered) 
and
Pi = Sj2/ (SSj2) (A.5)
The varimax norm is a special case of (A. 4) where v(p) = p2.
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APPENDIX B
The objective of most standard seismic processing 
sequences is to produce a zero-phase stacked section (each 
trace is the convolution of the earth's primary reflectivity 
function with a zero-phase wavelet), i.e.,
T (t) = W(t) *R(t) (B.l)
where T(t) represents the seismic trace, W(t) is a zero-phase 
wavelet, and R(t) is the primary reflectivity function. The 
observed data (seismic trace), Q(t), can be written as
Q(t) = W(t)*E(t)*R(t) (B.2)
where E(t) is the earth filter. It is common to assume that 
E(t) is a minimum-phase filter; then, letting W(t) = Z(t) 
(zero-phase wavelet), and
E (t) = M (t) , (minimum-phase wavelet)
Q (t) = Z(t)*M(t)*R(t) (B. 3)
If we apply Wiener-Levinson deconvolution (Sengbush 
(1983)) on (B.3), we find
S(t) =D(t)*Q(t) = D(t)*Z(t)*M(t)*R(t) (B .4)
where D(t) is the deconvolution operator. We know that D(t) 
is minimum phase and unique (Yilmaz (1987)) . Note that we may 
write D (t) as
D(t) = Dz(t)*Dm(t) ,
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where Dz(t) and Dm(t) are both minimum phase. Dm(t) is 
the inverse of M(t) and Dz(t) is the inverse of the minimum 
phase equivalent of the zero phase filter Z(t). So (B.4) can 
be written as
S (t) = Dz(t)*Z(t)*Dm(t)*M(t)*R(t)
= Dz(t) *Z(t) *R(t) (B.5)
Applying a new operator Dzh(t)
Dzh(t) = Z m(t),
where Zm(t) is a minimum phase equivalent of Z(t), we have 
Shtt) = Dzh(t)*S(t) = Dzh(t)*Dz(t)*Z(t)*R(t) ;
= Z(t)*R(t) (B. 6)
which is a zero-phase trace. DZh^) s calleĉ  Ristow Jurizyk 
phase correction operator (Jurizyk (1975)). However, in many 
cases (B.6) is not a zero-phase trace and the right-hand side 
of (B.6 ) is phase shifted by some constant. This is the 
constant phase shift (CPS) that we are trying to estimate.
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APPENDIX C
In this appendix, some of the theoretical aspects of the 
constant phase shift (CPS) approximation are investigated.
1) It will be shown that the Hilbert envelope of a constant 
phase shifted trace is identical to that of the original 
trace.
2) It will also be demonstrated that the instantaneous phase 
of a constant phase shifted trace is just a constantly shifted 
version of the instantaneous phase of the original trace, 
where the magnitude of the constant shift is equal to the 
phase shift of the trace.
3) For the sake of completeness, we demonstrate the well-known 
fact that the instantaneous phase at the the peak of the 
Hilbert envelope of an isolated constant phase shifted version 
of a zero-phase wavelet is the constant phase shift for which 
we are searching.
1) The Hilbert envelope of a constant phase shifted trace is 
identical to that of the original trace. A seismic trace, 
f(t), can be represented in the form (Taner and Sheriff 
(1977))
f (t) = A (t) cos (0 f (t) ) ,
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where A(t) is a non-negative real valued function of t, and 
0f(t) is the instantaneous phase function associated with f. 
Let F(t) be the complex trace associated with f, then 
F (t) = f(t) + j f-(t), 
where f (t) = H(f(t)) = A (t) sin ( 0f (t) ) , and H(.) denotes the 
Hilbert transform. The envelope of this complex trace is 
given by A(t) . This is known as the "Hilbert envelope." 
Assume that the seismic trace f(t) is phase shifted by an 
amount e; i.e., let g be the e-phase shifted version of f(t). 
Then
g(t) = f(t)cos(e) + H(f(t))sin(e).
Let G (t) be the complex trace associated with g, then 
G(t) = g(t) + j g (t) , 
where g (t) = H(g(t)) = H (f(t))cos(e) - f(t)sin(e).
After the application of some trigonometric identities,
G (t) = A(t) (cos(Qf (t)-e) + j sin(0f (t)-€) ) (C.l)
From (C.l), it is clear that | G (t) | = A(t) . Thus, the
envelope of G is the same as that of F.
2) The instantaneous phase of a constant phase shifted trace 
is a version of the instantaneous phase of the original trace 
shifted by the constant amount. This follows from the above 
because we can write:
0g = Tan"1 (g~ (t) /g (t) )
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= Tan'1 (A(t) sin (Qf (t) -e)/A (t) cos (ef (t) -€) )
= Tan'1 (Tan (0 f (t)-e) ) .
Thus, 0 g(t) = 0 f(t)-e.
3) The constant phase shift of an isolated wavelet is the 
instantaneous phase at the peak of its Hilbert envelope. To 
estimate the phase shift it must also be noted that the peak 
envelope phase is the constant phase shift (i.e., the instan­
taneous phase at the peak of the Hilbert envelope is the 
constant phase shift). To show this, let f(t) represent a 
real zero-phase wavelet defined for t in (-co ,+<») and let g(t) 
be f(t) shifted by constant phase, e. Let B(w) be Fourier 
transform of f, so that
00 • +.f(t) = 1 f B(w)e^W dw
it -oo ( C . 2 )
Substituting
B(w) = | B(w) | ejarg(B(w)); 
in (C.2), noting that f(t) is real, we have
00
f(t) = /C(w)cos(wt + 0(w))dw (C . 3)
0
where
C (w) = 1 I(B(w)I, and 
7r
0(w) = arg(B(w)), w >0.
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From (C .3) the complex trace, F(t), of f(t), which is defined 
as
F (t) = f(t) + jf"(t) (C.4)
00 00
= f C (w)cos(wt+0(w))dw + j / C(w)sin(wt+0(w))dw.
0 0
Thus, from (C.4), and an even/odd argument, the instantaneous 
phase of F(t) at t = 0 is
0f(O) = Tan'1 (f~(0)/f (0) ) = Tan*1(0) = 0. (C. 5)
From (C.4) using the Schwartz inequality, the envelope of F(t)
( | F (t) | ) is maximum at time zero (i.e. | F (0) | > | F (t) | ) .
Therefore, the instantaneous phase at the peak of the envelope 
of g(t) is the negative instantaneous phase at t = 0, which 
is
0g(O) = 0 f(0)-e = -e. (C. 6)
Note that the minus sign in (C.6) depends on the definition 
of the Hilbert transform.
